Union resolution performance of FM (frequency modulation) parameter based on Radon-Wigner transform (RWT) for multi-component LFM (linear frequency modulation) signals is studied. Firstly, the RWT output expression is offered, and the independent resolution performances of initial frequency and chirp rate are analyzed. Secondly, the RWT output approximate analytic expression is given based on quadratic Taylor's series expansion, and the contour property is analyzed. Contour can be used to picture the union resolution performance of FM parameter, and 2-D resolution performance is studied based on approximate analytic expression, and the union resolution expression of FM parameter and resolution ellipse are offered. The simulation results validate the union resolution expression, and show that the union resolution can improve the resolution performance of multi-component LFM signals, contrasted with absolute resolution performance. The paper can help the study of LFM parameter estimation and resolution performance.
Introduction
The LFM signal is widely applied in domains such as radar, correspondence and sound navigation. LFM signal's parameter estimation is an important research subject in the electronic intelligence system, target motive parameter estimation and ISAR image. There are many literatures about LFM signal parameter estimation method, such as estimation performance, the operating speed and the application, for example ML (Maximum Likelihood) method [1] , polynomial phase transform (PPT) [2, 3] , Radon-Wigner transform (RWT) or the Wigner-Hough transform (WHT) [4] [5] [6] , Radon-Ambiguity transform (RAT) [7, 8] , Fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) [9] . RWT or WHT are the commonly used LFM signal parameter estimation methods. RWT method searches the straight line in the Wigner-Ville time-frequency distribution plane. The cross term can be suppressed effectively through the line integral in RWT, which is used to estimate the initial frequency and chirp rate of LFM signals, ulteriorly, the amplitude and phase information can be estimated.
The research of RWT resolution for LFM signal is the foundation for multi-component signal separation. And there are quite a few literatures about the RWT resolution. Simulation results in literature [8] show that the RAT chirp rate resolution is 2 1.5 T and 2 1.4 T for the square-law and enveloping ambiguity respectively. Literature [10] defines the nominal resolution with the main lobe of 3 dB width (half-power width), Literature [11] indicates the range-velocity union resolution with the ambiguity diagram's 3/4 interception area. In summary, the resolution definition is disparate in different literatures, and the nominal resolution can reflect the resolution performance on a certain extent, but not accurately.
The unite resolution of RWT FM parameter (initial frequency and chirp rate) for the multi-component signal is related with SNR (signal to noise ratio), signal form and processing method. Generally the system resolution performance is analyzed under the condition of great SNR and best signal processing, therefore this article analyzes the RWT resolution performance for signal with great SNR. Firstly, the RWT output expression is given, and the independent resolutions of initial frequency and chirp rate are analyzed. Secondly, the RWT output approximate analytic expression is given by Taylor series expansion. The contour line nature is analyzed and the contour line deviation caused by approximation in Taylor expansion is revised. The contour line and two-dimensional resolution have been studied based on the analytic expression. The mathematical expression of FM parame-
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LFM Signal Model
Single LFM signal model is expressed by:
where ,
A a a a are the signal scope, the phase, the initial angular frequency (or initial frequency) and the angle FM rate (or chirp rate) respectively.   n t is gauss white noise, whose mean is zero and variance is 2  .
RWT of LFM Signal
The essence of Radon transformation is to transform the straight line to the point in plane through the rotation axis projection integral, and a point coordinate corresponds the straight line slope and the slant range, then the detection and estimation are carried in this parameter spatial domain. RWT method transform the LFM signal from the time domain to the parameter spatial domain including the initial frequency and the FM rate.
The Wigner-Ville distribution [5] of is
LFM signal chirp rate 
Using the integration variable replacement [12] , the formula can be transformed into:
Namely the two-dimensional integral of RWT modeling can be transformed to the power spectrum estimation of the time domain dechirp signal [13] . And the best estimation of , K h may be determined by the maximum value position of
, and obtain the estimation value of by the 1, a a 2 , K h parameter estimation.
RWT Resolution of Initial Frequency and Chirp Rate
From formula (4), the RWT output of the noise-free LFM signal model   x t is expressed by:
where
. The half-power lobe width of the RWT output function, that is
, is shown in Figure  2(b) . The half-power lobe width of is:
4. Taylor Formula and Character of the RWT Function
Taylor Formula of the RWT Function
The RWT function's main lobe reflects the RWT union resolution of initial frequency and chirp rate. In order to 
From formula (4), when the noise-free input signal
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obtains these item in formula (13) as follows:
Taylor formula (13) is transformed into: 
Obviously the RWT output is nonstandard quadratic surface, which can be proved to be nonstandard ellipse paraboloid.
The Contour Line Parameter Analysis of the Quadratic Taylor Formula
The RWT output is two-dimensional function of initial frequency and chirp rate, and the greatest value is 2 2 A T . The lobe characteristic of the RWT output function is reflected by the contour line along 
Substitutes the quadratic Taylor formula, obtains:
as the center, and prescribing counterclockwise is positive, the coordinate system
angle  , and the coordinate system
shown in Figure 3 .
In the coordinate system x y       , Equation (24) transforms into: 
when the item of xy is zero, the equation is standard ellipse, and obtains 
It can be proved that the equation coefficient is more than zero, that is   
Therefore, the equation is the elliptic equation, the RWT quadratic surface is nonstandard ellipse paraboloid.
Contrastive Analysis of Quadratic Taylor Formula and Actual Contour Line
In order to analyze conveniently, the performance of 
The result is close with the half-power lobe width 
Namely, when contour 0.6635   , the lobe width using the quadratic Taylor formula is able to approach the actual RWT output half-power lobe width, which is proved by the simulation result.
RWT Union Resolution of Initial
Frequency and Chirp Rate 
